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NEW CRACKDOWN
FOR CHRISTMAS
NPHET to advise limits on household visits again +++ Nightclubs to
close +++ Hospitality to shut earlier +++ Buses back to 50% capacity
HSE warns
HOUSEHOLD visits will
of chronic
be limited, pubs and restaurants will close early,
and public transport will
carer staff
have reduced capacity as
part of strict new preshortage
Christmas Covid rules proBy John Lee
and Sharon McGowan

posed

.

Ministers told the Irish Daily Mail
that the restrictions will apply ‘very
close to Christmas’ – effectively curtailing any work parties and major
festive socialising.

People won’t be allowed to move
between tables in bars and restaurants,
nightclubs will be shut, and the Covid
cert scheme expanded under the regulations, which the Government is set to
consider next week.
The high Covid case levels and threat
of the Omicron variant has led NPHET
to call for a return of many of the rules
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A chilling
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Meghan
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to her
father
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ALMOST 5,000 people are
waiting for a home carer at a
time when the hospital system
remains stretched due to the
latest Covid-19 wave.
HSE chief operations officer
Anne O’Connor said: ‘We just
don’t have enough people
coming forward to work with
us or indeed to work with
funded agencies as carers at
the minute... It is about access
to carers, and unfortunately,
it is a situation that is arising
all around the country.’

SEE PAGE FOUR
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CORONAVIRUS CRISIS

Continued from Page One

that applied before October 22.
Public transport capacity and
concerts, pantos and other indoor
events will return to 50% capacity,
and the Covid vaccine cert scheme
will expand into gyms and other
‘high-risk’ venues.
The recommendations include a
return to ‘strict social distancing
in all bars and restaurants’ according to NPHET sources, while people should meet with ‘no more
than three other households’.
The stringent new hospitality
rules will include: table service
only in bars and restaurants; six
people per table, no multiple table
bookings, no intermingling
between tables and people must
wear masks when not at tables.
Nightclubs will be shut again,
while there will be no dancing and
moving around in pubs and
restaurants.
NPHET has also recommended
that pubs and restaurants will
have an ‘earlier closing time’ than
the current cut-off point of mid-

3x

How much more
likely
unvaccinated
people are to be
hospitalised with
Covid-19.

11x

How much more
likely
unvaccinated
Covid patients
are to be
admitted to ICU.

9,000

Lives of people
over 60 saved
due to vaccines.

6.5%

Percentage of the
population not
fully vaccinated.

48%

Proportion of
Covid-19 patients
in hospital who
are unvaccinated.

50%

Proportion of
unvaccinated
Covid-19 patients
in ICU.

880,000
Boosters doses
given so far.

night. And entertainment, cultural
and sporting events must be
‘fully seated.’
NPHET gave its recommendations to the Minister for Health in
a letter last night. It is believed
that the restrictions will apply for
a fortnight in the run up to Christmas. The starting date is not set
but ministers said last night that
the restrictions will apply ‘very
close to Christmas’.
At their latest meeting, NPHET
said they wanted to focus on higher
risk settings of indoor hospitality
and events.
It is now up to the Taoiseach and
Cabinet to decide when to discuss
the proposed restrictions and
when to rubber-stamp them. There
is no Cabinet meeting planned
until next Tuesday. So if the
restrictions were imposed, on, for
example Tuesday, December 7
they would run up until 21
December.
Taoiseach Micheál Martin said
yesterday that the Government
will ‘consider’ the recommendations from NPHET, while Tánaiste
Leo Varadkar indicated that there
could be targeted supports for sectors affected if additional restrictions are introduced.
Mr Martin said it will be another
two weeks before there will be a
clear picture on the impact of the
Omicron variant.
‘It will take [another fortnight]
before scientists will have a comprehensive picture in respect of
how infectious it is, how virulent,

Nolan’s
remarks
on HEPA
filters irk
experts

Professor
Philip Nolan is
an expert on
epidemiology
but not air
filters

Oops! It’s
not Nolan’s
first faux pas

PROFESSOR Philip Nolan found
himself in hot water recently,
after he referred to antigen
tests sold in Lidl as ‘snake oil’.
The NPHET expert received
backlash online for tweeting
that Lidl’s Covid-19 tests ‘will
not keep you safe’.
After a Lidl tweet joked
that customers could
‘pick up a pound of sausages, charcoal for the
BBQ and antigen tests
for €31’, Prof Nolan
replied: ‘Can I get some
snake oil with that?...
These antigen tests will
not keep you safe.’
But Michael Mina of
Harvard’s School of
Public Health said, ‘You
should be ashamed of
your demeanour’.

By Lisa O’Donnell
THE chair of a Government
expert group on ventilation
has hit out at comments by
Professor Philip Nolan that
HEPA filters have limited use.

Speaking on Wednesday, Prof.
Nolan defended NPHET’s
staunch opposition to HEPA filters in classrooms and argued
that they are ‘not useful’ if simply
placed in the corner of a room.
However, the chair of the Expert
Group on the Role of Ventilation
in Reducing Transmission of
Covid-19, Professor John Wenger,
said yesterday that Health Minister Stephen Donnelly’s decision
to take advice on HEPA filters
from anyone other than the
expert group is ‘odd’.
When asked by RTÉ’s News At
One if he was surprised to hear
Mr Donnelly say that the expert
advice he had received states that
there is not a role for these air filters in school, Prof. Wenger said:
‘Our group was appointed
specifically to provide advice on
ventilation and related measures
like filtration.
‘We put in our report, and we’ve
been communicating with the
senior officials group in Govern-

ment over the last months, so all
of a sudden to take advice from
somewhere else, which is different, does seem a bit odd to me.’
Orla Hegarty, assistant professor at UCD School of Architecture, said a HEPA filter will still
work in a room of 20 or 30 people
if it’s not close to a source of infection. She told RTÉ: ‘This is all
proven technology. We don’t need
to go back to square one. It may
be new to people who have a
medical background, but it’s not
new to anybody who’s involved in
buildings or physics or chemistry
or engineering.
‘And we don’t need to provide
evidence to show that this works.

We know what works.’ Asst Prof.
Hegarty was a member of the
ventilation group but resigned
last summer after few of its recommendations were adopted.
Explaining NPHET’s opposition
to HEPA filters in classrooms on

and to what degree will the new
variant escape vaccines,’ he said.
‘In essence then, in the next
number of weeks, we have to be
cautious in respect of that variant
and its potential to do harm in
addition to the Delta wave.’
When asked if people will be able
to plan for a normal Christmas, the
Taoiseach said that ‘because we’re
in the middle of a global pandemic,
normal life is not there, it’s a very
different type of experience’.
Tánaiste Mr Varadkar indicated
in the Dáil that the Government

would consider targeted supports
for industries affected by the
pandemic as he acknowledged
that hospitality was ‘taking a hit
for the team’.
Mr Varadkar said the Government would examine possible
financial supports for businesses
once they received advice from
NPHET.
Chief Medical Officer Dr Tony
Holohan warned yesterday that
the ‘trajectory’ of Covid-19 is
uncertain because of the evolving
new strains.

‘The current high incidence is
driven by the Delta variant, which,
coupled with the presence of the
Omicron variant, means that the
trajectory of the disease remains
uncertain,’ he said , adding that
the ‘stabilisation’ of the Omicron
variant ‘is happening at too
high a level’.
Meanwhile, HSE bosses warned
that we are ‘still far from out of
the woods’.
Speaking yesterday at a media
briefing, HSE chief Paul Reid said
the health system heads into

‘They are useful
in hospitals’
Wednesday, Prof. Nolan said: ‘The
important thing to remember is
that somebody who is infectious,
there’s lots of viral particles close
to them and very few viral parti-

Omicron already dominant in S Africa
THE Omicron Covid variant has outpaced Delta to strain but only a small number of positive samples
become the dominant strain in South Africa in the are analysed for variants. South Africa is currently
space of just one week.
recording 8,561 cases per day, a figure that has
Infections have increased 15-fold in South Africa soared 1,413% in a fortnight from 566.
during the fortnight since its discovery.
Hospitalisations have more than doubled in
A public health official based in Johannesthe last two weeks, from an average of 86
burg revealed that the highly evolved
per day to 184. Despite reports that the
virus was now behind 75% of cases
strain causes mild illness, the virus was
nationally, just eight days after South
initially circulating among young people,
Africa first raised the alarm about the
who are not usually hospitalised with the
strain on November 24.
virus. Professor von Gottberg said scienof cases in South Africa
Professor Anne von Gottberg, a clinical
tists are worried about the number of
are due to Omicron
microbiologist at South Africa’s national
Omicron cases that are being spotted
Covid variant
health agency, told an emergency World
among people who have previously had
Health Organisation conference yesterday it
Covid, compared to the reinfection rate dur‘does look like there is a predominance of Omicron ing the Beta and Delta-fuelled waves.
throughout the country’.
The variant has been spotted in 28 countries and
There have been just 183 confirmed cases of the one case has so far been detected in Ireland.

75%

cles at a distance from them. If
you’ve going to use a HEPA filter, you really have to know the
source of the infection and you
have to put that HEPA filter
beside the source. They’re useful in hospitals, for instance,
where there’s a known source
of infection.
‘They’re not useful in the far
corner of a room of 20 or 30 people in them where you don’t know
if there is a source of infection.’
Prof. Nolan’s remarks came as
the Government said it would
back a Bill put forward by People
Before Profit’s Paul Murphy on
the ‘right to clean air’ in a
workplace.
December on ‘high alert’ as the
number of cases stabilise at an
‘extremely high level’.
‘The hospitalisations and ICU
numbers certainly have stabilised
over the past week in particular.
However, they have stabilised at
an extremely high level that still
pose a huge risk for us as we head
into December,’ he said.
‘We’re still far from out of the
woods on all of this and the impact
it’s having on the healthcare system overall, we will need to sustain
both the public actions and indeed
our actions that we’ve taken for
some time to come.’

‘Demands on the
health system’
On the Omicron variant, which
was first detected in Ireland on
Wednesday, Mr Reid said: ‘From
the HSE’s perspective our obvious
and immediate concern is its
potential impacts in terms of hospitalisations, sickness levels, and
indeed ICU and mortality.
‘Particularly as we head into the
winter with higher levels of Covid
patients.
He said increased cases would
put ‘increased and significant
demands on the health system at a
time when it is severely
stretched.’
news@dailymail.ie
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Lockdown for
unvaccinated

MORALE
BOOSTER

Long arm of the law: A
policewoman gets a booster
vaccine in Hilden, Germany,
yesterday, as the outgoing
chancellor Angela Merkel and
her successor Olaf Scholz,
below, announced tighter rules

By Louise Burne
and Craig Hughes
PUBS, restaurants and nightclubs are taking ‘one for the
team’ during the current
restrictions but help is on the
way, Leo Varadkar has said.

Taoiseach Micheál Martin will
meet hospitality industry representatives today to explain the
Government’s position.
The Employment Wage Subsidy
Scheme (EWSS) was cut earlier
this ee by €1 per employee.
The Pandemic Unemployment
Payment (PUP) is also being
wound down and cut.
Speaking in the Dáil yesterday,
Tánaiste Mr Varadkar said people
have been ‘voting with their feet’
and avoiding restaurants, pubs
and bars in recent weeks amid
pleas from public health chiefs to
cut down on social activities.
He vowed that the Government
would re-examine financial supports for the hospitality sector if
the National Public Health Emergency Team recommended more
stringent restrictions.
‘In many ways, that sector that
has been the worst hit, the hardest hit [and] the longest hit is
now once again taking a hit for

GERMANY announced a lockdown for the unvaccinated
last night that bans them
from bars, restaurants and
Christmas markets.
Chancellor Angela Merkel
and her successor, Olaf
Scholz, announced the latest
draconian curbs after talks
with regional leaders about
soaring infection rates.
They also said that officials
were considering making
jabs compulsory in a country
with one of the lowest vaccination rates in Europe.
Yesterday, the EU’s public
health agency said it had
detected 70 cases
of the Omicron variant, and warned
that it could make
up more than half
of all infections
within a matter of
months.
Germany is now
the second big
European country
to bring in such
hardline measures
against
the
unvaccinated,
after Austria made
a similar move
last month.
‘The fourth wave

By James Franey
must be broken,’ Ms Merkel
said. ‘The situation in our
country is serious.’
The chancellor added that
‘culture and leisure nationwide will be open only to
those who have been vaccinated or recovered’.
The measures will apply to
all non-essential shops,
hospitality, sport and cultural venues. Nightclubs and
music venues will also be
forced to close in areas with
the highest coronavirus case
rates. Additionally, schoolchildren will be told to wear
masks in classrooms.
Major sports and cultural
events will also face restrictions. The country’s top soccer league, the Bundesliga,
will cap the number of spectators at 15,000 per game.
The new measures will be
signed off by MPs before they
come into effect within the
coming days.
Ms Merkel, who steps down
next week after 16 years in
office, said that the new
restrictions were ‘an act of
national solidarity’ as infections once again topped
70,000 over 24 hours.

Pubs ‘taking one for
the team’ once again

But Leo says help is on way amid cancelled bookings
the team. That is why we need to
support them, and that is why we
will,’ he said.
Mr Varadkar said most businesses currently availing of the
EWSS are not in the hospitality
or entertainment industries.
He confirmed that the EWSS,
PUP and Covid Restrictions Support Scheme will be examined
over the coming days.
He added: ‘If it is the case that
people end up being laid off or
made redundant over the next
few weeks, and I’m not saying
that is going to happen, we will
need to respond to that.’
Speaking during Leaders’ Ques-

tions yesterday, Social Democrats
co-leader Catherine Murphy said
that advice to cut down on socialisation had been ‘death by a thousand cuts’ to hospitality.
She said: ‘One [person] told me

‘Big mistake to
cut EWSS’
that 80% of his or her bookings
have vanished, with the expectation that another 20% will go in
the coming days. This person is
talking about having to possibly

close the business and whether it
will survive Christmas.’
Noel Anderson, managing director o
ublin s he ridge 18 9
and Lemon & Duke, said yesterday that bookings have ‘fallen off
the face of the earth’.
He told the Irish Daily Mail that
the hospitality industry has been
‘taking a hit for the team’ for the
last 20 months. ‘If you’re going to
restrict us, support us,’ he added.
‘It was a big mistake to cut EWSS
and they’ve got to reverse it until
into the spring.’
Speaking to reporters in Dublin
yesterday, Taoiseach Mr Martin
said the public health measures

were impacting on ‘some sectors’
of the economy and that supports
would be kept ‘under review’.
However, he added that the EWSS
was an ‘economy-wide support’,
indicating that cuts to the payment introduced earlier this week
would not be reversed.
Finance Minister Paschal Donohoe said of the EWSS: ‘I have to
be open and say it cannot continue indefinitely.’ As well as
today’s meeting with the hospitality industry, Tourism Minister
Catherine Martin has confirmed
she and the Tánaiste will co-chair
a meeting on Monday with the
hospitality and live events sector.
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5PM CURFEW
ON SOCIALISING
Pubs, restaurants and ALL indoor events should be shut
early to halt spread of virus, NPHET expected to advise

EXCLUSIVE
By John Lee

Group Political Editor

PUBS and restaurants
should close their doors at
5pm,
NPHET
has
recommended in a drastic
attempt to curb Christmas
socialising, the Irish Daily
ai as ea ed.
NPHET has also advised that there
should be no indoor events or
gatherings after 5pm.

Government sources have said that
they have been advised to limit all events
that do go ahead during the day to 50%
capacity or a maximum of 1,000
attendees.
NPHET has advised that these restrictions should apply to entertainment,
cultural, community and sporting
events.
Outdoor events and gatherings must be
reduced to 50% of capacity or 5,000

Turn to Page 6

On-screen couple: Chris Noth and Sarah Jessica Parker

Sex And The
City’s Mr Big
accused of
two rapes
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THIS IS TELLING
CORONAVIRUS CRISIS

Father of the
bride sees her
wed on Zoom

Continued from Page One
attendees according to Government sources. Ministers told the
Irish Daily Mail they were stunned
by the severity of the measures
proposed by NPHET. Taoiseach
Micheál Martin will rush back from
Brussels this morning to hastily
convent a Cabinet meeting.
The Government believes the
restrictions will have to be introduced by the weekend to prevent a
‘rush’ to pubs and restaurants.
Government sources also said
that there are complicated new
‘restricted movements’ for all close
contacts ‘regardless of primary
vaccination status.
In relatively good news for families the Mail understands there are
no recommendations to further
limit the number of households
that can visit homes. Currently,
four households, including your
own, are permitted inside a home.
One source on the public health
advisory group said the early closing would be interpreted by many
as a ‘virtual curfew’ and would be
early enough to cut out the most
popular and profitable drinking
period for pubs. ‘An early-evening
closing time is telling people to
stay at home altogether,’ said the
political source. ‘Some will see it
as a virtual curfew but we have to
send the message of how serious
this Omicron variant is.’
Chief Medical Officer Tony Holohan this week urged people to
restrict their movements ahead of
Christmas, and public health chiefs

‘This is a national
emergency’
have pleaded with people to come
forward for boosters urgently.
It comes as Health Minister
Stephen Donnelly yesterday confirmed the total percentage of
Omicron cases had increased from
1% of all new Covid-19 cases in Ireland to 27% in the space of a week.
‘[On Wednesday], the UK recorded
its highest number of cases in one
day since the pandemic began,’ he
told the Dáil before it rose for the
Christmas break.
The minister added: ‘We know
that the variant is going to result
in an increase in cases here in Ireland soon. The only question is
how high that increase will be.’
It comes following stark warnings
from Minister Donnelly on Wednesday that the case numbers, hospital totals and ICU figures after
Christmas could be ‘as bad if not
worse’ than they were last January.
‘The advice I have is that vaccines
provide significant protection
against severe illness from the
Omicron variant, which is important,’ he said.
His urgency was echoed by HSE
boss Paul Reid yesterday at the
health service’s weekly media
briefing, as he urged pharmacies
and GPs to come on board for the
booster campaign.
‘This is a real plea. We know
December is a busy time from a
retail perspective, but this is a
national priority,’ he said. ‘It is a
real call from us. This is a national
emergency.’

.
HAPPY COUPLE..
IT was certainly a day to
remember, but not the one they
had imagined!

A bride and groom celebrated
their wedding yesterday – but
without six of her closest family
members by her side, after they
contracted Covid-19.
Geena Henebery tied the knot
with Shane Ahearne in Castlemartyr in Co. Cork as her father, sister,
brother, niece and nephew watched
the ceremony on Zoom from
Mooncoin, Co. Kilkenny, after testing positive for the virus.
Geena’s sister Niamh Henebery,
who was also due to be the only
bridesmaid, said that her two children had tested positive, and
although her husband escaped the
virus, he did not want to go to the
wedding without her.
She told the Irish Daily Mail:
‘Last week, we were all struck with
Mass vaccination centres will
now open from 8am to 8pm and
will only close on December 25 and
26. People will also be able to have
jabs in GP surgeries and
pharmacies. Mr Reid admitted
that hospitals are already under
severe pressure and many elective
procedures have also been cancelled over the last number of
weeks. The HSE was not able to
confirm to the Mail last night how
many have been missed.
As Ireland continues to brace
itself for rising Omicron cases, the
HSE’s chief clinical officer, Dr Colm
Henry, admitted that a lot is still
unknown about the new variant,
although he outlined that there
have been some positive signs.
The 14-day incidence rate has
now fallen to 1,314 per 100,000 of
the population, down from 1,360
last week. The total number of
people in hospital has dropped by
100 over the last week to 443.

Screen idols: Geena Henebery with husband Shane Ahearne, left, as
sister Niamh and her family watch the ceremony on Zoom, above

By Lisa O’Donnell
Covid, so unfortunately all our
plans went out the window.
‘She was going to cancel it but
her now-husband is a farmer and
it’s calving season after Christmas
so they didn’t know when they
could reschedule it.
‘They asked would we mind if
they went ahead with it and to be
honest, at the start I was really
upset, but then I suppose all the
organising that went with the wedding, it was too late to cancel it.’
Geena’s mother – who also
contracted Covid but had finished
isolating and was feeling well in
time for the wedding – walked her
down the aisle during the intimate
ceremony, which was attended by
25 people.
Her other sister stepped in as
bridesmaid, but she was also down
Also, there were 103 people in
ICU yesterday, down from 118 in
the last week.
However, Dr Henry stressed that
initial indications show the new
form of the virus is much more
transmissible than the Delta variant. He said a ‘source of hope’ is
that the vaccine is much more

Taoiseach ‘very
concerned’
effective with the booster.
‘With the booster dose, we see a
significant increase in vaccine
effectiveness, perhaps 70 to 75%
reduction with a booster for those
who got the AstraZeneca and
those who got the Pfizer,’ he said.
‘This certainly should surely be a
source of some hope for us. The
hope is that the booster vaccine

a flower girl, as Niamh’s daughter
was supposed to fill the role.
Geena told Jennifer Zamparelli
on 2fm that she was devastated
not to have Niamh at her wedding
as ‘not only is she my sister, she’s
my best friend’. ‘I’m really going to
miss her. We were looking forward
to it for so long, we were planning
it – hairstyles, make-up pics,

‘They’ll be in
our hearts’
dresses, so I’m really upset that
she’s not here… but they can tune
in and they’ll be in our hearts anyway today,’ she said.
To make up for it, the family plan
to return to Castlemartyr for a
weekend in the new year.
will restore considerable immunity
from infection.’
Asked about potential travel
restrictions at the briefing,
Dr Henry, who is also a
NPHET member, said
there is growing evidence of ‘secondary
transmission’ and that
Omicron cases are
not necessarily travelrelated anymore.
He explained: ‘The
first few cases we have
certainly
were
travel-related or

Concerns:
CMO Tony
Holohan

Niamh said that while the timing
was very disappointing, the isolating family members still planned
to celebrate with champagne.
‘My brother-in-law set up a Zoom
in the hotel so it was really good to
see her walk up the aisle. They
involved us in the ceremony and
the photographer was getting pictures of us on the screen. It was
emotional,’ she said.
‘I actually put my dress on today,
I said I may as well get some wear
out of it. It was the first day getting dressed since I got Covid so it
was nice to out a bit of make-up on
and feel more human again.’
Niamh’s last words to her sister
before the wedding were: ‘Daddy
bought a bottle of whiskey for the
speeches so we’ll have fun without
you anyway!’
Meanwhile, influencer Jess
Redden has urged people to
[had] been in contact with travelrelated [cases]. As time goes on,
there are a number of cases that
we are not sure of yet. It is inevitable that many of those cases or
most of the cases, as with Delta,
will become non-travel related
and were not in contact with a
travel-related case. It will become
secondary spread.’
Finance Minister Paschal
Donohoe indicated yesterday
that the Government will sign
off on further ‘changes’.
Speaking in Brussels yesterday,
Taoiseach Micheál Martin said
he was ‘very concerned’
about the Omicron
situation in Ireland.
However, he would
not be drawn on
whether or not he
believed additional
restrictions would
be recommended.
news@dailymail.ie
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US: STAY AT HOME
...BUT DAD HAD TOWATCH AT HOME
Tuned in:
Geena’s sister
Niamh with their
father Tom as
they watch
the wedding
ceremony
unfold, below

Profitable firms
should repay
EWSS to State,
says Tánaiste

LEO Varadkar has said
companies that recorded
‘substantial profits’ or were
able to pay shareholders
‘substantial dividends’ while
receiving pandemic wage
supports should refund the
money to the State.

The Tánaiste’s comments
came after it was revealed this
week that the company which
distributes Mercedes-Benz cars
in Ireland – O’Flaherty Holdings
– received nearly €1.8million in
payments in 2020 and also paid
out a similar figure in dividends.
The issue was raised i
n the Dáil yesterday by Labour
TD Ged Nash, who called on the
Government to do a full audit of
payments to businesses under
schemes such as the Employment Wage Subsidy Scheme.

‘Santa wouldn’t be
that generous’

support one another as the pandemic rages on – after she revealed
her Covid-19 diagnosis.
She was on honeymoon this week,
after marrying Leinster and Ireland
rugby legend Rob Kearney, when
she revealed that she had contracted Covid.
On social media, she wrote: ‘Sending love to all those affected by the
pandemic (each and every one of
us!). Living through unprecedented

times so all we can do is our best,
let’s support each other.
‘Less guilt, less shame – more love,
compassion and understanding.’
Both she and Rob found out just
two days into their trip abroad that
they were close contacts of a positive case and had to isolate.
‘Felt every emotion and certainly
not the honeymoon we planned,
just glad that everyone I love is
safe,’ she added.

‘Surely the scheme was never
meant for use like that? Not even
Santa Claus would be so generous,’ Mr Nash said.
Mr Varadkar responded to Mr
Nash by saying: ‘Where substantial profits are made by companies or they find themselves in a
position to pay dividends… it’s
appropriate they should return
that cash to the taxpayer.’
He continued: ‘I know some
companies have done that, in
fairness, others have not and I
think they should.’
The Fine Gael leader added
that under legislation, Revenue
can carry out checks to ensure
the conditions of the scheme are
properly met by applicants.
‘In the case of the EWSS, quali-

By Sharon McGowan
Political Correspondent

fication is based on the employer
demonstrating that his or her
business experienced a 30%
reduction in turnover or orders
during the specific reference
period, and that was caused as a
consequence of disruption
related to the pandemic,’ he
said. ‘Revenue is rigorous in its
function programme checks to
ensure the eligibility of businesses for subsidy payments
under the scheme and will pursue any instances where a business fails to qualify for the
scheme, whatever the reason.’
He added that Minister for
Finance Paschal Donohoe wants
it noted that some companies
have voluntarily repaid some or
all of the subsidy received, and
that Revenue has put in place
procedures for the repayment of
wage subsidies where businesses
wish to make them.
O n We d n e s d a y, M i n i s t e r
Donohoe also told the Dáil that
he believed that firms should
return money from the EWSS to
Revenue if it is not needed.
Sinn Féin TD Louise O’Reilly
said the companies receiving
Covid-19 business supports
should not be paying out
dividends to shareholders.
‘Taxpayer-funded State supports are there to help struggling
businesses cope with wage costs,
overheads and other expenses,
as we battle through the pandemic,’ she said. ‘They most
certainly are not there to facilitate the payment of dividends to
a company’s shareholders. It is
up to the Government to intervene and immediately bring an
end to this practice.’

What are the symptoms of Omicron?
THE Omicron variant now accounts for an
estimated 27% of all new Covid-19 cases in
Ireland, Minister for Health Stephen
Donnelly confirmed yesterday.
Early research shows that while
Omicron is significantly more infectious,
the severity of illness it causes is much
lower than the Delta strain.
But what are the symptoms of the new
variant that distinguishes Omicron from
earlier strains?
While the potential list of symptoms for
those affected by Omicron is largely the
same as other variants, there are
some tell-tale signs that you may have
contracted this variant. The main ones

By Niamh Lynch
are scratchy throat, night sweats, muscle
aches, fatigue and dry cough. Symptoms
also depend on factors such as vaccination
status, age and underlying conditions.
The HSE lists a fever, dry cough and
fatigue as the most common symptoms
for those who have Covid-19.
Other symptoms include shortness of
breath, loss of appetite, confusion, chest
pain, a runny nose, loss or change to
sense of taste or smell, headache, sore
throat and muscle pain.
If you show any of the above symptoms,
you should book a PCR test immediately.

THE SIGNS
SCRATCHY THROAT: A sore,
scratchy throat is much more
common than symptoms that were
associated with previous strains –
such as breathlessness or loss of
taste and smell.
NIGHT SWEATS: While a fever is a
common symptom of earlier strains of
Covid, night sweats appear to be much
more common in Omicron patients.
MUSCLE ACHES: Pain across
multiple muscle groups of the body is

a common symptom in patients diagnosed with the Omicron variant so far,
alongside headache and fatigue.
DRY COUGH: A persistent dry
cough was a common symptom of
early variants of Covid that’s still
present in Omicron.
EXTREME TIREDNESS: Fatigue
or feeling overtired or exhausted
appears to be the most common feature of the Omicron variant, according
to early research.
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End use of Covid pass, NPHET advises ÷ Two-metre rule on
distancing gone ÷ Office working will be back ÷ Hospitality
curbs over ÷And from February 28... mask-wearing is no more

By John Lee

Group Political Editor

NPHET has advised the
Cabinet that it can lift
almost every Covid-19
restriction including
social distancing, hospitality curfews, and the
use of Covid passes.

Tragedy: Andrew
McGinley with wife
Deirdre Morley and
their children Conor,
Darragh and Carla

The advice, to be considered by
Cabinet today, marks an end to
almost two years of curtailments
on personal freedoms.

Mask-wearing can end on February
28, workers will also be free to return
to offices on a phased basis, and both
indoor and outdoor events can run at
full capacity, as soon as the Government decides it is appropriate.
Cabinet meets today and is likely to
consult with Chief Medical Officer Dr
Tony Holohan to decide the exact
sequencing but pubs, restaurants
and even nightclubs are likely to
reopen fully as early as Monday.
NPHET has set no timeline and has
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By Helen Bruce

Meeting: Dr Tony Holohan will
talk with Cabinet tomorrow
Continued from Page One
left it open to Government to
decide when to end Covid curbs,
the Irish Daily Mail has learned.
The guidance from NPHET sent
to Health Minister Stephen Donnelly by letter last night said the
Government should remove the
majority of restrictions, including
guidance in relation to household
visits, early closing for hospitality
and events, and capacity restrictions for outdoor events.
In consultation with the HSE,
the public health chiefs have also
said that the Covid-19 capacity
restrictions should end for all
indoor events, including
weddings.
Further advice to Government
also recommends the ending of
formal requirements for physical
distancing of two metres and one
metre in hospitality. All hospitality
measures, such as table service,
one metre between tables and six

Some basic Covid
measures remain
per table will be ended.
Nightclubs will be permitted to
open again.
And, crucially for the economic
health of city centres, public health
advice to work from home will be
removed, allowing a return to
physical attendance in workplaces
on a phased basis.
Vintners Federation of Ireland
chief Pádraig Cribben said last
night: ‘After almost two years of
lockdowns and closures our members are ready to fully open from
Friday. There’s no need to wait any
longer, all restrictions should be
removed this weekend.
‘NPHET has no objection to a full
reopening of pubs so we need to go
for it now. Northern Ireland is fully
reopening over the coming days so
it’s important we make the same
decision.
‘While it will take considerable
time for the hospitality sector to
fully recover from the past two
years, this weekend marks a new
beginning for the trade.’
The Government has also been
advised, and the Irish Daily Mail
understands, that there should be
an end to all curtailment of
health services. NPHET has
said it does not believe that there
should be any further limiting of
visiting in health care facilities,

PUBS are ready to pull pints late
into the night as soon as the Government gives the go-ahead,
publicans have said.
They are eagerly awaiting confirmation from the Government
today as to when the 8pm curfew will be axed.
Niall O’Callaghan, of the Fáilte
Hotel and Bar in Killarney, Co.
Kerry, said: ‘We are ready to go,
any time. We are just delighted
to be getting back to normal,
and we hope to go back as soon
as possible.
‘Even if it were to be to 10pm,
11pm or 12pm closing, I would be
ready from tomorrow on. I’d be
ready tonight if it came to it.’
Christy Walsh, of the Well Bar in
Listowel, Co. Kerry, said: ‘We are

‘We’re looking
forward to it’
ready, of course. We will be
ready for whatever we have in
our path this time, and we
will take it on with open arms,
and we are really looking forward to it.’
He added: ‘We hope we will be
going full blast, so we can really
hit the ground running with the
whole St Patrick’s week, with its
two bank holidays, and the whole
Cheltenham week. That could
kickstart the whole summer for
the publicans.’
William Clynch of the Moone
High Cross Inn, in Co. Kildare,
said: ‘We ourselves are ready
and extremely excited for the
extended hours.
‘It gives everyone, including
our staff, a boost of confidence
about the year ahead.
‘I expect it will be pretty much
two years to the day before
we are fully back to normal
again, but it’s great to see
and it will give the whole
sector a lift.’
NPHET advised the Governincluding nursing homes.
However, public health chiefs
have also recommended that some
basic Covid measures remain in
place. For instance if a person
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NOW NO NEED TO
‘We’re ready
to pull pints
the moment
we get the
go ahead’
Pint men:
William
Clynch, and
left, Niall
O’Callaghan

finds that they are symptomatic,
they should self isolate, even if
fully vaccinated.
Also wearing of masks and
restrictions in schools should

ment yesterday evening that
early closing for hospitality and
events can go as can capacity
restrictions for indoor and outdoor events and even social
distancing can be ended as
soon as the Government
decides it is appropriate.
NPHET also advised that

Covid passes will not be required
in venues and activities.
Dublin vintners have said they
want to see the resumption of
trading until midnight to return
at the earliest possible opportunity, and to see people allowed
to return to the bar to be served.
The Licensed Vintners’ Associa-

remain in place until February 28.
People will be reminded to
continue to make individual risk
assessment and if they believe
they are at risk, they should take

appropriate action. According to
briefings to the Irish Daily Mail
last night, from political and HSE
sources, NPHET had not determined a timeline, but are expected

...and the North is following same script
THE dropping of a requirement for Covid
certification to enter some hospitality venues and the reopening of nightclubs in
Northern Ireland have been agreed by the
Stormont Executive.
From today, the requirement to remain
seated and the limit of six per table at hospitality venues will be removed.
The cap on the number of households
meeting inside domestic settings will also be
removed from today.
The requirement to provide proof of
exemption from wearing face coverings will
also be removed from today, and the guid-

By David Young, Jonathan
McCambridge and Rebecca Black
ance on working from home will revert to
working from home where you can.
The Executive also agreed that nightclubs
will be permitted to open from noon on
Wednesday, January 26.
From the same date, dancing and indoor
standing events can resume, and in workplaces the requirement for offices to take
reasonable measures for two-metre social
distancing will also be removed.
The requirement for Covid certification will

continue in nightclubs and indoor unseated
or partially seated events with 500 or more
people in attendance. Remaining Covid
restrictions will be reviewed by the Stormont
Executive on February 10.
Deputy First Minister Michelle O’Neill said:
‘The pandemic is far from over but we are
cautiously optimistic. We believe we are
through the peak and we believe we have
some space now to reverse protections.’
The deaths of a further two people who
had previously tested positive for Covid-19
and another 3,879 cases of the virus were
reported in the North yesterday.
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WAIT ANY LONGER
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Government outline plans for
the reopening of late bars and
nightclubs, as well as the removal
of all other hospitality
restrictions.
Nightclubs are due to reopen
in Scotland on Monday and in
Wales next Friday.
Reacting to the NPHET advice,
Donall O’Keeffe, chief of the LVA
said: ‘The news coming from
NPHET this evening has been
eagerly awaited by the entire
hospitality and late night sectors
for a long, long time.

‘Like to see
it move swiftly’

tion (LVA) said pubs throughout
the countr y would make
every effort to provide later
trading this weekend if they
were given the green light by
Government.
The association said pubs would
be able to adapt at short notice.
It said it also wanted to see the
to tell the Cabinet that restrictions
can be lifted ‘soon’. A senior Government source said: ‘It is expected
that Dr Holohan and perhaps HSE
CEO Paul Reid will brief the three
party leaders first. They will tell
the Taoiseach they believe that the
lifting of restrictions can begin as
soon as they believe is pragmatic.
‘It may be necessary to delay the

Can begin as soon
as is pragmatic
reopening of hospitality until
Monday, say, to give restaurants
and bars time to get their staff
rosters ready.’
Another Government source
pointed out difficulties with delaying the mass reopening, stating:
‘Well once people hear of the
extent of the lifting of restrictions,
it will be very hard to hold every-

‘Hopefully the Government will
now move swiftly and there will
be no delays to the full reopening and the scrapping of hospitality restrictions.
‘Hospitality is ready and waiting to open our doors this weekend. If the Government gives the
green light then the recovery of
the hospitality and night time
sectors could begin as early as
Friday night,’ he said.
‘We know that is what pubs
throughout the country would
like to see and they would make
every effort to be ready if they
were given the green light by
Government.
‘Certainly the industry has had
to shut down at very short
notice on several occasions
during the pandemic, so many
would like the opportunity to
adjust to good news in just as
short a timeframe.’
one back. Social distancing, for
instance, will just go out the window immediately.’
It is understood there has been
more extensive interaction
between senior Government ministers and NPHET in recent days.
Government sources said the comparative weakness of the Omicron
variant and the effectiveness of
vaccines means the pandemic is
almost certainly in endemic stage.
Meanwhile, confusion continues
to reign over who exactly is entitled to the ta - ree €1
Covid
bonus, ostensibly for patient-facing frontline healthcare staff.
Contradictory messages from
t h e Ta o i s e a c h a n d J u s t i c e
Minister did little to clarify the
situation yesterday. Mr Martin
said the eligibility list was ‘more or
less’ finalised.
Whereas Minister Helen McEntee
was more definitive, insisting: ‘The
decision has been made.’
news@dailymail.ie

Differing
view:
Minister
Helen
McEntee
yesterday

By Louise Burne

THERE is confusion over who
exactly will be eligible for the
€1
pandemic bonus
ith
the Taoiseach and the Justice
Minister contradicting each
other yesterday.

While Micheál Martin indicated
that the eligibility could be widened, Minister Helen McEntee
insisted yesterday: ‘The decision
has been made.’
Frontline health workers are set
to receive the one-off tax-free
€1
bonus including agency
staff who worked in HSE
hospitals.
The Taoiseach said yesterday
that the eligibility list was ‘more or
less’ finalised, adding: ‘There is a
panel to be established because it
is a complex enough area in terms
of key workers and so forth.
‘The key principle is that there is
some working through to be done
yet in relation to some areas.
‘We’re going to look at certain
categories, certainly people who
are in that front line and we’re
engaging with the public and the
patients in particular coming forward in the medical arena and in
the health arena.’
When asked on RTÉ’s Morning
Ireland if he was ruling out roles
like nurses and receptionists in GP
practices getting the payment, the
Taoiseach said he was not. He
continued: ‘That panel that I
referenced earlier will look at
particular categories of workers in
the context of this scheme.
‘We’re talking about where people have been directly working with
Covid patients.’
But just hours later, Minister
McEntee on RTE’s Today with
Claire Byrne said: ‘The decision
has been made... The panel is there
for those who want to appeal. What
has been set out and what was
agreed at Cabinet is that those
who were engaging directly with
patients who had Covid in those
very difficult situations.’
When asked if there was ‘wriggle
room’, the minister insisted that a
decision had been made.
Public service health and ambulance workers, those seconded or
assigned to the HSE (including
Defence Forces staff), supermumerary students who underwent training and staff in private
sector nursing homes and hospices
a ected by Covid-19
ill also
receive the payment.
It is expected it will be paid in

Covid bonus
confusion in
the Cabinet
either February or March.
A number of sectors have said
that they feel that they have been
omitted from the project, with the
Garda Representative Association,
family carers, pharmacists, GPs
and their staff all calling to be

€1,000
Covid bonus for frontline
workers is tax-free

added to the scheme. Trade union
Mandate also called for retail workers to receive it.
The issue was also raised in the
Dáil as Sinn Féin’s finance spokesman Pearse Doherty told Tánaiste
Leo Varadkar that there was ambiguity around who was entitled to
the payment.
Mr Varadkar admitted that it was

‘difficult to know where to draw
the line’. ‘The Government decision yesterday is that this would
only apply to employees of the
State but that would include people who are agency workers working for the State,’ he confirmed.
He added that there are currently
no terms of reference completed
for the panel and that its membership has not yet been chosen.
Public Expenditure Minister
Michael McGrath told Newstalk
radio that extending the payment
to everybody would be ‘incredibly
difficult’.
While a list was supposed to be
published yesterday on criteria for
who was and was not entitled to
the payment, none was forthcoming. Government sources said last
night that the panel will look at
appeals from individuals and
groups of workers once the full eligibility criteria has been outlined.

Pandemic response Four in five failing
will be ‘evaluated’ to claim tax relief

AN ‘evaluation’ of the State’s handling of the
Covid-19 pandemic will take place, Taoiseach
Micheál Martin has confirmed.
Speaking on RTÉ’s Morning Ireland, Mr Martin
said it was important to ‘learn lessons for the
future’ in the event of similar emergencies.
He said he did not want it to be branded as an
‘inquiry’. ‘I would prefer to call it an evaluation of
how the country managed Covid-19. I think we do
have to learn lessons for the future that other
pandemics could happen,’ he said.
‘I don’t want people during the next pandemic
saying “there’s an inquiry coming” and take a
conservative approach.’ However, this newspaper
understands that civil servants have been anticipating the announcement of a review of the
State’s handling of the pandemic for some time.

OVER 8
o people or ing rom home are
missing out on saving up to €1 a year by not
availing of the Working from Home tax relief, a
new survey has revealed.

ccording to the a bac .com s survey o 1
people ust 1
ere claiming the allo ance.
Under the Work from Home tax relief, remote
or ers are entitled to a ta - ree payment o € .
per day from their employer.
For those whose employers have not been in a
position to make this payment, a claim on Remote
Working Relief allows people to claim back a portion
of their utility and broadband bills which could add
up to €1 a year.
Barry Cahill of Taxback.com said: ‘We have been
advising any clients working from home to claim this
relief. Anyone not doing so is missing out on “free
money”, and while the amounts may be small, it’s
hard to understand why anyone would not want it.’

